SortZ ((,),

Nk--'--(nk+ l .... , hi)
This algorithm, however, does not necessarily terminate 1. 
i.e., an infinite recursion on Sort1 ((1, 2), {5, 7}).
We might expect non-termination to arise from an injudicious fold step, since folding is guaranteed to preserve only partial correctness (e.g., suppose f(x)r then a legal fold that leads to obvious non-termination is: f(x)~f(x)).
However, investigation of Darlington's derivation reveals the non-termination stems in this case from an incorrect rewriting in his step 9, which reads:
where S < Tmeans Yse S, t ~ To s < t.
The conditions on Y, YckX and Y<X-Y, mean that for any k there is just one such Y. Thus we can rewrite the above as:
for some Y ~ X such that Y < X-Y.
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In step 2 of Darlington's derivation of P I, the set X is decomposed into subsets Y of size k using the identity x= U r-. u A particular value of k is not chosen; any value satisfying 1 ___< k < Card(X) may be used. The derivation proceeds to step 9 above just before a value of k is selected. However, the rewritten formula is incorrect because it permits Y=0 and k = 0. Instead, the rewritten version should read: 
Filter 1 (e, X).== Y such that Y c X and Vy~ Yo y < e
need not return all the elements of X that are less than e. However, he synthesizes from this a version Filter I (e, X) that does compute the entire subset of X whose elements are less than e. This synthesis is fortuitous indeed, because the other possibilities admitted by the specification would be incorrect when used by Darlington's Filter, and ultimately, Sort, for example:
Filter({5, 3, 4, 6}).r l (5, {3, 4, 6})
<= Ysuch that Y c {3, 4, 6} and Vy~ Y~ y < 5 "~={4}.
Yet Sort relies upon Filter(X) to return a subset of X, each element of which is less than the elements of the remainder of X, whereas clearly it is not the case that {4} < {5, 3, 6}. The error arises in his derivation step 12, where he claims that
x~X, YcX and Vy~yoy<x implies Y<X-Y
This implication does not hold (e.g., x = 5, X = {5, 3, 4, 6}, Y= {4}), and sb his Filter cannot be rewritten to fold with his specified Filter 1.
Remarks
We would like to stress that Darlington's overall derivation is almost unchanged.
We have merely uncovered a couple of small errors that admit to an easy correction. Thus Darlington's main purpose, namely exposing relationships among a family tree of sorting algorithms, and demonstrating the power of program transformation techniques, remain uncompromised. This exercise reinforces the fact that hand-conducted transformational derivations can easily contain hard-to-discern errors that might or might not compromise the derived programs. We look to machine-assisted transformation to increase our confidence in derivations. Well-constructed transformation systems reduce the likelihood of error through checking many of the steps, and dearly delineating the other steps as further lemmas upon whose correctness the entire derivation rests. (Such systems cannot, of course, be guaranteed to be correct -they too might accept incorrect derivations.) The primitive state of the art of current machine-assisted transformation systems is such that their use proves a significant impediment, rather than an aid, to conducting derivations of significant intricacy and complexity. We hope that this situation will be remedied in the near future.
